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BestHome kitchenware from Aegis Global Resources (HK) Ltd is simple 

yet stylish, bringing delight to the daily cooking routine.

With a firm focus on product development, customers can rest assured 

that they will always find something new from Aegis.

Aegis Global Resources (HK) Ltd
12/F, Yardley Commercial Building
3 Connaught Road West, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2499 8033 
Email: cyn@aegisresources.com.hk

Booth no. 1E-D26
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Kuo Yu Plastic owns plastic-injection and moulding factories 

located in Taiwan. With more than 20 years of experience, 

the company provides ODM and OEM services to worldwide 

importers, retailers and brands.

Anrex International Ltd
Unit 303, 3/F, Tower 2, Enterprise Square
9 Sheung Yuet Road, Kowloon Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2624 9880 
Fax: (852) 2624 9916
Email: anrex@anrex.com.hk

Booth no. 1E-D19
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Antevanilla and Feltiamo lifestyle home objects and personal accessories 

result from a focus on creating products that are useful, whimsical, fun 

and unique. Lapoche pockets offer function in colour and design. Keep 

shirts and pants crease-free, silks and shoes apart, toiletries contained 

and laundry separated. 

Ante International Limited
Units 29-30, 22/F, Corporation Park
11 On Lai Street, Sha Tin, New Territories, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 3749 9201
Fax: (852) 3749 9203
Email: mail@antevanilla.com
Website: www.antevanilla.com

Booth no. 1D-B19
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Art Lab. International Co., Ltd. specialises in creating, producing 

and selling interior fragrant items. Its purpose is to contribute to the 

realisation of a dream-like world by bringing wellness and comfort 

into people’s lives. Art Lab products are a great way to introduce fresh 

scents to familiar places.

Art Lab. International Co., Ltd.
Flats 1008B-09, 10/F, Conic Investment Building
13 Hok Yuen Street , Hung Hom, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2363 3917
Fax: (852) 2363 3911
Email: paku@artlab.co.jp
Website: www.artlabhk.com

Booth no. 1D-B25
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Warm materials of the Orient are mixed beautifully to match the cool 

design lines of Scandinavia in a breathtaking fusion of art and utility. 

Welcome to Asian Design House Co., Ltd., Asia’s leading driftwood lamp 

producer, where form and function blend into a collection of dreams that 

make every home an outstanding example of elegance.

Asian Design House Co., Ltd.
58 Mu 2, Settakit Road, Aomnoi Sub-District, Kratumban District 
Samutsakorn, 74130, Thailand
Tel: (66 2) 627 7413
Fax: (66 2) 429 1255
Email: sales@asiandesignhouse.com
Website: www.asiandesignhouse.com

Booth no. 1D-A22
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Asianera Ltd is a fine bone-china design house and manufacturer based in China.  

The design concept of its founders, Grace Liu, a Chinese-American originally from New 

York, and Jian Ping Li, an award-winning artist/designer from China, is to combine the 

traditional craft of fine hand-painted porcelain with contemporary design sensibilities 

that appeal to sophisticated and well-travelled people who like to surround themselves 

with eclectic collections. “Asian Fusion” best describes Asianera’s fresh, new designs 

that seamlessly blend Asian and Western influences. The results are beautiful-to-

behold, sensuous-to-touch table artworks.

Booth no. 1D-A20

Asianera Ltd
Units 705 & 706, 7/F 
China Insurance Group Building
141 Des Voeux Road Central 
Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2833 2855
Fax: (852) 2833 2850
Email: sales@asianera.biz
Website: www.asianera.biz
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Best Water Technology Group (BWT) is Europe’s leading water 

technology company.

BWT’s research and development teams, using state-of-the-art methods, 

work on new processes and materials to target the development of 

ecological and at the same time economical products. The BWT table 

water filter is the first and only filter system that not only filters tap 

water, but also mineralises it with valuable magnesium thanks to 

patented Mg2+-technology. The result is mineralised, nutrient-rich and 

perfect-tasting water for daily drinking pleasure.

BWT water+more GmbH
Walter-Simmer-Straße 4, A-5310 Mondsee, Austria
Tel: (43) 6232 5011
Email: sales@bwt-group.com
Website: www.bwt-group.com

Booth no. 1D-C19
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Casa Vigar S.L., of Spain, is famous for its fun and colourful cleaning 

items, such as brooms, mops and dustpans. The company builds its 

marketing policy around a definite design excellence that has become 

critically important to motivate and add value to customers’ lives. 

That explains why Vigar has become a sector leader.

Casa Vigar S.L.
Partida Plans Parcelas 331-334 
Gata De Gorgos, Alicante, 03740, Spain
Tel: (34 96) 575 7035
Fax: (34 96) 575 7153
Email: info@vigar.com
Website: www.vigar.com

Booth no. 1D-B01
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China Pearl (HK) Co Ltd is devoted to producing excellent 

stoneware tableware under the THOMSON POTTERY brand, and 

has become a leading exporter in the industry. Quality assurance, 

prompt delivery and unique products are key elements in the 

company’s success. The same goes for superb quality merchandise, 

such as colour-glazed and embossed stoneware.  

China Pearl (HK) Co Ltd
5/F, Tower 1, Enterprise Square
9 Sheung Yuet Road, Kowloon Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2736 0038
Fax: (852) 2375 3298
Email: info@chinapearl.com
Website: www.chinapearl.com

Booth no. 1E-E01
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Founded in 1984, Color Rich Limited is a leading soft toy supplier based in Hong Kong. 

With a strong in-house design team and a factory in Panyu on the Chinese mainland, 

Color Rich is able to launch more than 1,000 new items each year for its internationally 

renowned clients as well as its own brand Rich. Apart from teddy bears and other 

plush animals, Color Rich supplies a range of animal-themed household items such as 

cushions, slippers, warmer bags and carpets.

Color Rich Limited
Flats F & G, 12/F, Phase 2, Leader Industrial Centre
188-202 Texaco Road, Tsuen Wan, New Territories, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2408 3862
Fax: (852) 2408 3782
Email: info@colorrich.com.hk
Website: www.colorrich.com.hk

Booth no. 1E-A01
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For more than 10 years, Feel Good Limited has been committed to 

creating unique and high-quality bathroom and relaxation products for 

people to have feel-good experiences.

Emphasis and capacity on design, product development and material 

research have helped the company’s products to gain a spot in many 

internationally renowned lifestyle shops and boutiques.

Feel Good Limited
Suites 4-8, 2/F, Aberdeen Marina Tower
8 Shum Wan Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2797 8500
Fax: (852) 2797 3335
Email: lily@milkdesign.com.hk
Website: www.feelgood.com.hk

Booth no. 1D-C15
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For more than 40 years, the Chinelli brand has embodied the style and quality of “made 

in Italy” worldwide in the gifts industry. Gamma Spa is located in the Lumezzane 

Valley in the Italian province of Brescia, famous since ancient times for its ironworking 

expertise. Throughout the years, Gamma Spa has learned how best to combine 

craftsmanship and industrial manufacturing. What results is a family-style company with 

specialised staff. It proves dynamic in its choices, flexible in its production capacity and 

able to interpret the varied and specific market needs. Chinelli, with its famous “little 

dog”, offers wedding gifts, gift items and up-to-date home accessories, thanks to its 

constant research on design, always sticking to an unrivalled “made in Italy” style.

GAMMA SPA
Via Mainone 41, Lumezzane 25065, Italy
Tel: (39 030) 892 1095
Fax: (39 030) 826 393
Email: info@chinelli.it
Website: www.chinelli.it

Booth no. 1E-B26
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Equipped with years of metal 

production experience and 

inspired by simple lines and 

curves, Greatz Limited offers 

modern households a vast 

variety of sleek stainless steel 

products — such as this 

boldly designed coat stand 

rack — that are functional 

yet decorative, contemporary 

yet long-lasting.

Booth no. 1D-D25

Greatz Limited
Flat G, 12/F, Phase 2, Kingsford Industries Building
26-32 Kwai Hei Street, Kwai Chung, New Territories, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2782 2660
Fax: (852) 8169 6176
Email: galen@greatz.com.hk
Website: www.greatz.com.hk
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Prouna ranks among the finest ceramic collections ever known in the world. 

The elegant forms and functions with artistic designs gratify wishes for splendid 

formality at tables. Prouna suggests a new standard in luxury chinaware, relying upon 

the finest raw materials and the craftsmanship of Hankook Chinaware Co., Ltd.

Hankook Chinaware Co., Ltd.
27-10 Songjeong-Dong
Heungduk-Ku, Cheongju, Korea
Tel: (82 43) 279 9654
Fax: (82 43) 262 5242
Email: john@hankook.com
Website: www.prouna.com

Booth no. 1D-B21
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Founded by Hyun Sam Lee, Happycall Co., Ltd. is renowned for its 

innovation, technical ability and professionalism — the company will not 

release any new product onto the market unless it can revolutionise the 

way people cook. While a bold statement, Happycall has built an impressive 

track record with its ground-breaking cookware. Happycall’s first product, 

the Double Frying Pan, utilises a special FDA-approved silicone developed 

by Dow Corning that enhances taste and smell, reduces smoke and oil 

splatter, shortens cooking times and ensures even cooking. Subsequent 

products also provide thermal conductivity, durability, cleanability and ease 

of use at levels previously unseen in the household cookware industry. 

Happycall Co., Ltd.
59 Angok-ro, Gimhae-si
Gyeongsangnam-do, 621-070, Korea
Tel: (82 55) 346 7032
Fax: (82 55) 346 7090
Email: info@myhappycall.co.kr
Website: www.myhappycall.co.kr

Booth no. 1D-B15
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Hightrend’s new, cold-drink set features a transparent mouth, 

blown-glass pitcher and high-safety silicone pour (in conformity 

with EU standards). The product can be made in different colours 

and with a dual-purpose cup that doubles as a cap. Such special, 

elegant design features make life enjoyable.

Hightrend Merchandise Corp.
17/F, No.166, Sec. 2
Keelung Road, Taipei 106, Taiwan
Tel: (886 2) 2737 4911
Fax: (886 2) 2737 4910
Email: roger_hsu@hightrend.com.tw
Website: www.hightrend.com.tw

Booth no. 1E-E09
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For more than 30 years, Jolly Tone’s stylish, acrylic products have 

appeared on display under the spotlights in boutique shops 

worldwide. A new range of lighting products incorporates the 

company’s legendary designs and craftsmanship and makes every 

flick of the switch an artful experience.

Jolly Tone Enterprise Co., Ltd.
No. 115, Lane 851, Sec. 2
Jhong Hua West Road, Tainan, 70063, Taiwan
Tel: (886 6) 358 9089
Fax: (886 6) 358 3478
Email: jolly@jollytone.com.tw
Website: www.jolly-tone.com

Booth no. 1E-D21
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This pop-up ice tray, the result of an award-winning, innovative design, 

achieves and satisfies different types of drink requirements within one tray. 

Three different sizes of ice can be made. The ice cubes pop out easily and 

make perfect shapes every time. This flexible collapsible design makes the 

product simple and easy to store. A lid makes the pop-up ice tray stackable to 

save space in freezers and prevent water from leaking. Highly hygienic, the tray 

keeps odors and dirt away from the ice cubes.

Booth no. 1D-B09

Kool Limited
Room 1608, Texaco Centre
126-140 Texaco Road, Tsuen Wan
New Territories, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2180 7269
Fax: (852) 3007 8633
Email: kingcheung@kool.com.hk
Website: www.kool.com.hk
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This product has an innovative combination of durable steel and flexible 

silicone. Ergonomic handles on both sides make for easy gripping without 

sticking the thumbs of oven mitts into the pan. A durable, non-stick 

coating ensures optimal browning for the best results. The LFGB-approved 

silicone construction parts are heat resistant and dishwasher-safe. 

Everything is quick and easy! 

Lico (HK) Manufacturing Ltd
Rooms 906-910, 9/F, Delta House
3 On Yiu Street, Shek Mun, Sha Tin, New Territories, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2850 8829
Fax: (852) 2850 4565
Email: info@licohk.com
Website: www.pop-pan.com 

Booth no. 1E-E15
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Founded in 2001, Métier Atelier Company Limited pursues a mission to 

design, manufacture and market designer stainless steel houseware items 

that brighten living spaces and enrich traditional tasks. An offspring of a 

38-year-old Hong Kong stainless steel manufacturer, Métier Atelier markets its 

products under two brands: “Métier” and “toolbar”. 

Métier Atelier Company Limited
Room 502, Kowloon Plaza
485 Castle Peak Road, Cheung Sha Wan, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2370 9887
Fax: (852) 2370 8862
Email: mabelkam@metier.com.hk
Website: www.metier.com.hk

Booth no. 1E-E19
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MindsInSync (Hong Kong) Ltd is a global consumer-goods company on 

a mission to bring innovation into every corner of life. The most recent 

news about this enterprise involves the Microdry collection of great 

everyday solutions for homes, which combines thoughtful designs and 

smart materials, including the company’s signature Memory Foam HD™ 

and CoreTex™ microfibre.

MindsInSync (Hong Kong) Ltd
Suite 2304, Sun Life Tower, Harbour City
15 Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2153 9328
Fax: (852) 2153 9320
Email: swanleung@mindsinsync.com
Website: www.mindsinsync.com

Booth no. 1D-C09
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With award-winning international designers and a talented in-house 

design team, MIT Legend embraces both aesthetics and pragmatism in 

presenting its innovative products. As a trading company with unique 

strengths, it confidently offers the best services, exclusive designs and 

high quality at competitive prices. 

MIT Legend Limited
4F-1, No. 9, Lane 3 Jihu Road
Neihu District, Taipei, Taiwan
Tel: (886 2) 8751 8199
Fax: (886 2) 8752 6199
Email: mark@mitlegend.com
Website: www.mitlegend.com

Booth no. 1E-C19
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Symphony products, made of the highest-grade porcelain, are fired at 

more than 1,340 degree Celcius which forges strength, durability and 

hardness in glazing and will lead to many years of use. The products 

always look as good as when first purchased. Buyers can choose 

Symphony with confidence.

Network Global Distribution
8/30-32 Barcoo Street, Roseville, NSW 2069, Australia
Tel: (61 2) 9882 6944
Fax: (61 2) 9882 6144
Email: export@cwmnetwork.com.au

Booth no. 1D-B26
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Nine Three International Co., Ltd. is a professional company that focuses on 

making artistic tea kettles, cookware items, kitchen utensils and tableware.

Nine Three International Co., Ltd.
No 33, Lane 500, Yude Road, Tainan, Taiwan
Tel: (886 6) 796 1365
Fax: (886 6) 796 1368
Email: ninethree93@msn.com
Website: www.songson.com

Booth no. 1E-F19
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Nuova R2S SpA offers an appetizer dish with four olive picks 

and a porcelain holder with a bamboo lid and tray

Nuova R2S SpA
Via Comunale No.125
Carpeneda Di Vobarno, Brescia 25079, Italy
Tel: (39 0365) 597 009
Fax: (39 0365) 597 052
Email: info@r2s.it
Website: www.easylifedesign.it

Booth no. 1E-C09
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One Touch develops a range of innovative kitchen tools to provide 

complete solutions for people who want simple-to-use items for 

daily food preparation and cooking at home. With its core values 

of innovative, good engineering and ease of use, One Touch 

strives to improve everyone’s lives.

One Touch Products Limited
Unit 3101, 31/F, Saxon Tower
7 Cheung Shun Street, Lai Chi Kok, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2756 3862
Fax: (852) 2756 3093
Email: info@onetouchproducts.com
Website: www.onetouchproducts.com

Booth no. 1E-C15
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Renowned for its valuable materials and superior craftsmanship, 

Rayford Enterprises Limited is an ODM specialist in silver-plated candle-

stands, tableware, gifts, home-decoration accessories and high-quality, 

mouth-blown glassware. Rayford presents a full collection of exclusive 

and original designs to lend an exquisite and luxurious character to 

interiors. The company’s philosophy is simple: design products that 

enhance lives and beautify homes.

Rayford Enterprises Limited
49/F, China Online Centre
333 Lockhart Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2323 3182
Fax: (852) 2350 6941
Email: sales@rayford.com
Website: www.rayford.com

Booth no. 1E-F01
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Serene House is dedicated to bringing healthy and fresh air to everyday 

lives while applying touches of elegance and sensation. The company is 

committed to developing high-quality and toxin-free personal air-care 

and fragrance products for relaxation, regeneration and zestfulness, 

all intended to balance the many fast-paced, contemporary lifestyles 

through a fusion of scents, sounds and aesthetics.

Serene House International Ent. Ltd.
1860 Renaissance Building, Sturtevant
Wisconsin, 53177, USA
Tel: (1 877) 474 0454
Email: michael@serene-house.com
Website: www.serene-house.com

Booth no. 1E-A15
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Sourcing Boutique HK Limited
21/F, The Phoenix, 23 Luard Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 5611 2552
Email: jackie@sourcingboutique.co.uk

Booth no. 1E-E25
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Revolution gets created from the complete proof of seeing customers’ 

needs and then bringing forward new designs of high-quality products 

useful in kitchens.

Star Treasure’s products were developed from a design point of view 

while maintaining high production standards. The company uses the best 

materials and technology to create high-quality and well-designed products.

Star Treasure International Ltd
Room A2, 10/F, Phase 1, Kaiser Estate 
41 Man Yue Street, Hung Hom, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2407 8728
Email: sales@revolution-hk.com
Website: www.revolution-hk.com

Booth no. 1E-A21
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Wishing to talk to people worldwide, Talk Hong Kong Co., Ltd. expresses delight 

in response to appreciation for its concepts and products. Its vision calls for 

bringing harmony, balance and beauty to people everywhere. The company 

expresses confidence that its brand products can embellish lifestyles. 

Talk Hong Kong Co., Ltd.
Unit I, 26/F, MG Tower
133 Hoi Bun Road, Kwun Tong
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2325 3315
Fax: (852) 2793 0448
Email: enomoto@living-talk.com
Website: www.living-talk.com

Booth no. 1D-D01
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TarHong is a leading supplier of melamine and plastic products 

for the home. Functional and vibrant, the company’s collections 

are uplifting and affordable. Tabletop and entertaining 

collections are ideal for indoor and outdoor use, children’s 

ensembles inspire the imagination, and pantry products make 

food prep and storage simple and easy.

TarHong
5D James Street, Georgetown
Ontario, L7G 2H2, Canada
Tel: (1 416) 997 3237
Fax: (1 905) 702 7680
Email: rob@tarhong.com
Website: www.tarhong.com

Booth no. 1E-C21
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The art of modern living is a combination of a whimsical nature and a spirited life 

essence. Every item made by Technical (HK) Manufacturing Limited is a household 

product that embraces this concept and is especially shaped to fit the hands while 

performing specific functions. The company’s brand “ezPull” is highly refined, reflecting 

a belief in constantly moving perfection forward.

Technical presents the taste of living.

Technical (HK) Manufacturing Limited
18/F, Excel Centre, 483A Castle Peak Road
Cheung Sha Wan, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2854 0292
Fax: (852) 2850 7220
Email: faye@technicalliving.com
Website: www.technicalliving.com

Booth no. 1E-A19
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Topchoice Industries Limited presents the “Mix and Blend” collection 

that features high-tea-set accessories with new wave shapes. The 

company believes that the key to any tea-party setting is attention to 

detail. Go for florals or “cafetière” styles. If things get too feminine, 

then create modern appeal by adding a contrasting accent: black! 

That offsets the dainty nature, but magnifies casual elegance.

Topchoice Industries Limited
Unit 4506, 45/F, China Resources Building
26 Harbour Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 3198 9198
Fax: (852) 3198 9000
Email: topsales@topchoice.com.hk
Website: www.topchoice.com.hk

Booth no. 1E-C01
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For over 30 years, Umbra’s products are available at over 35,000 retailers, 

in more than 90 countries. Umbra’s award-winning design team of 30 

men and women from all over the world, creates casual product for 

modern living. 

Umbra Ltd.
40 Emblem Court, Toronto
Ontario, M1S 1B1, Canada
Tel: (1 416) 940 3219
Fax: (1 416) 299 6168
Email: marko.turner@umbra.com
Website: www.umbra.com

Booth no. 1E-A09
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Welcome to the world of 100% recycled glass. With a very extensive range 

of decorative and functional glassware, Vidrios Reciclados San Miguel SLL 

has 26 years of experience and a worldwide presence that enables the 

company to respond to market demands. Go green with original glassware, 

consisting of 100% recycled glass, made in Spain by V R San Miguel.

Vidrios Reciclados San Miguel SLL
Poligono Industrial Els Serrans S/N
Ayelo De Malferit, Valencia 46812, Spain
Tel: (34 96) 236 3011
Fax: (34 96) 236 3150
Email: vidrios@vsanmiguel.com
Website: www.vsanmiguel.com

Booth no. 1D-D09
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Viz Glass designs and produces hand-blown art-glass to serve home 

applications, such as tabletops, wall-hangings, decorative and functional 

lighting, chandeliers, solar-powered outdoor decor and hospitality. The 

company’s products come with a backing of industry knowledge and 

marketing expertise, including advertising, branding, packaging design and 

the introduction of new product lines in new and existing markets.

Viz Glass Inc.
1200 Business Center Drive
San Leandro, California 94577, USA
Tel: (1 510) 569 8899
Fax: (1 510) 569 8897
Email: lawrence@vizartglass.com
Website: www.seapootglass.com

Booth no. 1E-B25
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W.K. Wu Products Inc. is an old, well-established company with a 

young mindset. During the years, its CosiCome collection has gained 

a reputation as a leader among the trendiest home products. The 

company’s goal is to catch the coming trends in time and to create very 

useful and affordable products.

W K Wu Products Inc
12F-3, No. 266, Sec 1, Win Hwa 2 Road Lin-Kou
Taipei Hsien, Taiwan
Tel: (886 2) 2608 1699
Fax: (886 2) 2609 5701
Email: wkwu@wkwu.com.tw
Website: www.cosicome.com.tw

Booth no. 1D-C01
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Made with ABS and stainless steel, this exquisite cheese grater 

features a user-friendly design, enabling single-handed operation for 

effortless cheese grating. The stainless steel grating blades come in 

fine and coarse versions. 

Wings Product Workshop Limited
1/F, Block B, Chuan Yuan Factory Building
342 Kwun Tong Road, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2206 6022
Fax: (852) 2796 1331
Email: info@wings1980.com
Website: www.wings1980.com

Booth no. 1E-F09
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Having started as a manufacturer of cake decorations half a century ago, 

Wonderful Sky Investment Ltd has grown into a multidisciplinary enterprise 

supplying OEM and OBM kitchenware such as bakeware, chocolate 

moulds and cookie cutters. With its factories in Dongguan and Shenzhen 

on the Chinese mainland as well as trade offices in Hong Kong and 

Mexico, Wonderful Sky provides a one-stop-shop service from research 

and design to manufacture, quality control and product promotion. The 

company has a firm focus on innovation, and strives to offer its global 

customers new products every month and the highest-quality service.

Wonderful Sky Investment Limited
Unit 1002, 10/F, Billion Trade Centre
31 Hung To Road, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2110 3083
Fax: (852) 2110 1903
Email: ernest@dvg.asia

Booth no. 1E-E21


